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Impossible Mission?
1)We must guarantee the order of events

2)Ensure that sender and receiver are the correct ones 

3)Entities not trusting each other agree on some “digital reality”



Transactions at Bitcoin Layer 1
Bob wants to send X bitcoins to Alice

1)How do we ensure that only Alice can receive the value?

2)How can Alice be sure that is Bob that wrote the transaction?

3)How do we ensure that Bob has x bitcoins to give?

Notice: Human-like names are used only for 
clarity. They could also be non-human, smart 
objects, Artificial Intelligence entities etc...



Symmetric Encryption
Each pair of people wanting to exchange messages, must share a secret key

Alice and Bob encrypt messages using the same key
● PROBLEM 1: If Alice choose a key, must communicate it to Bob (possible leak)
● PROBLEM 2: If Alice wants to send messages to other people, must create a 

key for each new person, in theory, everyone in the world!
 

Alice and Bob MUST 
share a key !



Asymmetric Encryption
● THERE IS NOT a new key for 

each couple of people 
communicating 

● Each user has two keys:

– A public key, given to 
everybody. Everyone knows 
the public key of all other 
people.

– A private key, kept secret, 
never shared, never 
transmitted.



Asymmetric Cryptography
● Imagine a box with two locks:

– One for the private key

– One for the public key

● ...and a particular mechanism:

If you lock with one key, you will able to 
open the box only using the other key

● Anyone can get the public key of a given 
user, only the private key is NEVER shared



Q1: How do we ensure that only Alice will 
read the transaction from Bob?

● Bob puts the transaction data inside the box, and 
closes it with the Alice’s public key

● Now, it can only be opened with Alices’s private key

● Only Alice has the private key to open that box.

● Question 1 has been answered: Bob created a 
message that only Alice can read

Notice: This stil l not ensure that it was Bob to send it



Q2: How can Alice be sure that it was 
really Bob that wrote that transaction?

● When Alice opens the box with her Alice private 
key, she finds another box inside

● But Alice, like everyone, has the Bob’s public 
key, so he try to open the box she just found.

● If it opens, it means that it was really Bob that 
sent it, since only Bob could use the Bob 
private key to close it.



Mission Accomplished: Bob sent a message that only Alice can 
read, without sharing any secret

The external ALICE BOX could be opened only by Alice with her 
private key, and the internal BOB BOX could have been closed 
only by Bob with his private key



How are those Magic Boxes 
implemented digitally?
● How can public key and private key be related 

without being both revealed?
● In other words: how can I demonstrate to have the 

private key that unlocks was has been sent to my 
public key?

● But most important: what are those keys?



It’s Time for Fun Math
● Let’s consider a number: e

● Let’s consider a constant number G which is the same for 
everyone and known by everyone 

● In traditional math, if I have “e” and G, it’s easy to compute:
–   P = e * G

● Also in the opposite direction: 
– if I give you the result P, and ask you to guess which is “e”, 

it’s very easy: e = P/G

● Thus, in traditional math, the equation P = e * G is reversible



Elliptic Curve Math (secp256k1)

x

y



Let’s define a new type of Addition 

Define an addition operation like this:

● Given two points A and B, trace a line 

passing by A and B

● The result is the symmetric of the 

intersection C on the other side of the 

plane



Fun fact: in a so defined addtion, 
all the traditional known properties 
still remain!
(commutative, associative, etc…)

Try by yourself:

 (A+B) + C = A + (B+C)  ?

Start with (A+B) then add C



…now do A + (B+C)

it’s the same point as in 
the previous slide!



Adding a Point to itself
A is the same as B, they 
are both in the “P” 
position, so it’s like:

● plotting the tangent to 
the curve passing by P

● going to the symmetric 
point of the intersection 
C, as usual

C



Scalar Multiplication

What does it mean to start 

from a point P and multiply it 

by n?

For example, with n = 6:

6* P = P+P+P+P+P+P
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Scalar Multiplication
What does it mean to start from a 

point P and multiply it by n?

For example, with n = 6:

6* P = P+P+P+P+P+P

Notice: every step it’s easy, but it 
seems to follow strange path, like a 
bouncing ball...



Scalar multiplication can be exponentially reduced by using the 
geometric properties of Elliptic Curve Math (eg, doubling using the 
tangent)
 
To go from a point P to 100·P :
P → 2·P
2·P → 3·P
3·P → 6·P
6·P → 12·P
12·P → 24·P
24·P → 25·P
25·P → 50·P
50·P → 100·P

Scalar Multiplications shortcuts



Inverting of Scalar Multiplication

Given a final point P and a starting point G:
Can you guess “n” such that P=n*G ? 

the only way to find the number n is to
try P, 2·P, 3·P, etc.

There is no way to reverse the multiplication P =n*G, 
except testing every number until you find the 
correct n

G

P



Private/Public Key Generation
● Starting from a BIG random number “e”, I compute P = e*G

● G is a prefixed point of the elliptic curve, known as “generator point”

● The coordinates of the resulting point P will be my Public Key

● I’m the only one who knows the “e” number, this will be my Private 
Key. Thus, I’m the only one able to decompose P as e*G

● All the numbers are 256 bits, so for the other people it is impossible to 
test every  potential “e” to check if  e * G = P



How Big is 2^256?
To give you an idea, here are some relative 
scales: 2^256 is about 10^77

● Number of atoms in the universe ~ 10^80

● A trillion (10^12) computers doing a trillion 
computations every trillionth (10^(–12)) of a 
second for a trillion years is still less than 
10^56 computations.

● Think of finding a private key this way: there 
are as many possible private keys in 
Bitcoin as there are atoms in a billion 
galaxies.



Compact visualization of 256 bits

● 256 bits sized number are 
huge

● we can represent each group 
of 4 bits with a single hex 
digit

● The resulting string will be 64 
digits long  



Secp256k1 Generation Point

Gx =

0x79be667ef9dcbbac55a06295ce870b07029bfcdb2dce28d959f2815b16f81798

Gy =

0x483ada7726a3c4655da4fbfc0e1108a8fd17b448a68554199c47d08ffb10d4b8



Elliptic Curve Digital Signature 
Algorithm (ECDSA)
● Alice sends something to Bob, using Bob’s public 

key P
● Bob is the only one owning the private key e, that 

is, the number so that e*G = P
● How can Bob demonstrate that he knows “e”, 

without revealing “e”? 
● (notice: this is the mathematical equivalent of “unlocking 

with the other key” seen before in the two locks box)



Bob chooses a random number k, computes a random point 
R=k * G and shows that he knows two numbers u and v so that:

u*G + v*P = R    (equation 1)

Since Bob can replace P with e*G and R with k*G

u*G+v*e*G = k*G, then simplify → u+v*e = k  → e = (k-u)/v

Bob knows e and k, it’s easy to find a couple of numbers u,v that 
work for equation 1

As consequence, someone able to find u and v that solve the above 
equation (even for some other k), could simply derive “e” 

→ Being able to find u,v that solve (eq 1) is logically equivalent 
of knowing the secret “e” 



No Way to Cheat
● Please notice that Bob only shows u and v that solve:

u*G + v*P = R    ...but he never reveals which k used! 

● Otherwise, anyone could simply  derive  e = (k-u)/v

● Only u and v have been revealed, so using e = (k-u)/v is not 
useful, since there are infinite e and k that solves it

For example: If you set k to some value and solve e = (k-u)/v 
you will get only one of the infinite (e,k) couples that solves the 
equation, not the one so that P = e*G 



What Does it Means “Owning”?
● Forget it: There is nothing as “having bitcoins in some place”

● There is no account, no storage point, no registration

● “owning” x amount of bitcoin means only 2 things:

1) Some other entity, in some previous transaction, used 
her/his/its own private key to write in some block that x bitcoin 
are sent to your public key P

2) You know some private key “e” and  only you can 
demostrate that e*G = P,  unlocking them in the future



Since a destination public key P is always 
known, and the G point is fixed to a constant...
=> 
...owning bitcoin means being in possession 
of a number e of 256 bits so that P=e*G, 
where P is your public key

YOU NEVER TRANSMIT e ANYWHERE, you 
just prove that you know it!



Answering Question 3 is Trivial
● Does Alice have those x amount of bitcoins that she wants 

to send?

● Blockchains allows everyone to agree with the history 
of transactions → the balance of each entity is known!



FUD Moment...

“They will ban you owning BTC”

Think about it: is it possible to “ban” the possession 
of... a number?



Impossible Mission?
1)We must guarantee the order of events

2)Ensure that sender and receiver are the correct ones 

3)Entities not trusting each other agree on some “digital reality”
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● Each transaction consists in spending previous 
received bitcoin (outputs) using them as inputs

● Only the private key owners can spend them, to create 
new outputs using public keys of destinations

Transactions on Chain



Sequence of blocks:

Block 1(Tx 0)
Block 2 (Tx1 ,Tx2)
Block 3 (Tx3, Tx4 and Tx5 )
Block 4 (Tx6)



DEMO: blockstream



FUD Moment...

“...so you can follow the history of each public key 
address… Wait a moment….”

...wasn’t it the perfect tool for hidden Illegal 
activity?!?



Transaction Visualization Tools
 https://blocks.wizb.it/#

http://www.bitlisten.com/

https://privacypros.io/tools/bitbonkers/

https://bitnodes.io/nodes/live-map/

https://blocks.wizb.it/
http://www.bitlisten.com/
https://privacypros.io/tools/bitbonkers/
https://bitnodes.io/nodes/live-map/


Brain Wallets
● IDEA: Choose some words you think you will always 

remember calculate the SHA256 hash, use the resulting 256 
bits number as private key e

● The public key will be easy to calculate, since P=e*G

● Everybody will use P to send you bitcoin, but nobody will be 
able to know “e” to unlock them

● You will not need to remember the long number “e”, 
since you can recreate it by hashing you secret phrase



Brain Wallets are a BAD Idea
● Human brain is not good a good source of entropy :)

● An attacker focused on you could try millions of words 
combinations related to you, e.g.: 

“I love <WIFE/HUSBAND/CAT_NAME>” 

● It’s not required to attack a specific person: quotes like 
beginning of books, songs, etc are very easily checked in any 
moment



● Four of the sweeps occurred after 22 
blocks

● The first one took a few seconds
● All the funds were swept away within 

a day 

https://blog.bitmex.com/call-me-ishmael/



● The speed of the redemption of the funds clearly 
indicates that people have servers up online 24/7 
scanning the blockchain 

● These servers are likely to have pre-generated 
many hundreds of thousands of Bitcoin 
addresses, using text from thousands of published 
works, music, books, academic papers, magazines, 
blogs, tweets and other media and then stored 
these in a database.



● NOT generate private key from a 
set of words (brainwallet), but the 
opposite!

● BIP39 is the most common 
standard used for seed phrases.

● Vocabulary of 2048 words, so each 
word can be associate to the 
combination of 11 bits

● These words are specifically 
chosen so that cannot be confused, 
even if handwritten

Seedphrase

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/BIP_0039


https://learnmeabitcoin.com/technical/mnemonic

DEMO: Try BIP39



● Until a few years ago, you 
still need a different 
Seephrase of each of your 
private keys 

● Hierarchical Deterministic 
Wallet allows you to 
generate a new private key 
every time you new.

● All your possible private 
keys numbers are 
determistically derived from 
you master private key



“Not your Keys, Not your Coins”
Good news: 
● you need only to keep safe a single seedphrase of 12 words
● No accounts, no data backup, nothing, it’s not a password: 

it’s only a number that origins of all your possible private keys

Bad news: 
● Such freedom comes with responsibility
● If you lose the seedphrase and don’t have a copy of it, you lose 

access to your private keys→ you will not be able to use your 
bitcoins



Some Common Sense 
Suggestions

● Just copy the words in 2 or 3 pieces of paper and put 
in different locations

● Never type the words in web sites 
● Typing is required only when restoring your keys 

(formatting hard drive, moving to a new device etc...)

If you this is too serious, you should look at this:
https://jlopp.github.io/metal-bitcoin-storage-reviews/



What are Wallets?
● An user could have multiple private/public keys 

in possession

● Thus, from the perspective of the user, the 
“balance” is the sum of all his/her unspent 
outputs 

● A Wallet is a software that collects all 
private/public keys for a given user

● A Wallet is only meant to improve the user-
experience: blockchain knows nothing about 
“wallets”, there only transactions



Electrum wallet (or another):  https://electrum.org/#download

Run normally at least once, then try the testnet:

● On MacOS terminal: 
● open -n /Applications/Electrum.app --args –testnet

● On Windows terminal: 
● electrum-4.0.4-portable –testnet
− or equivalent, depending on your executable name

● On Ubuntu/Linux:
● python3 Electrum-4.1.5/run_electrum --testnet

DEMO: Using a Wallet on Testnet



DEMO: Testnet Faucets
● Get free testnet bitcoins from a faucet (see https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/testnet)
● https://testnet-faucet.mempool.co/

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/testnet
https://testnet-faucet.mempool.co/
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How all this started…

On October 2008, in a mailing list named 
“cypherpunks” dedicated to cryptography, an 
anonymous person using the name “Satoshi 
Nakamoto” announced that (he/she/they?) has 
solved a problem in Computer Science





Satoshi’s White Paper



The Mystery of Satoshi

● Who is Satoshi Nakamoto? He? She? They? No one knows.
● Has remained anonymous despite worldwide attention.
● Lack of a leader is a huge benefit to Bitcoin.
● Satoshi’s coins have never moved 
● Many impostors: beware!

https://satoshi.nakamotoinstitute.org/



Short history of Bitcoin

Oct 31 2008:
Satoshi Nakamoto 
publishes Bitcoin 
whitepaper

Jan 3 2009:
First bitcoins “minted”

Jan 12 2009:
2nd user joins network

May 22 2010:
2 pizzas sold for 10K BTC

Dec 12 2010:
Satoshi disappears

In the past decade… 

- Wild price volatility

- Lots of scams

- Many tech improvements

- Civil war

- Bitcoin “dies” many times

- 1000 new cryptos bloom

- Resilience to attacks

Today

- Market cap: ~$650B
- Hash power: 
~120EH
- Developers: 1000+
- Up-time: 99.98%

https://www.lopp.net/bitcoin-information/history.html



https://www.lopp.net/bitcoin-information/visualizations.html



First Usage Ever Documented



https://bitcoinpizzaindex.net/
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Blockchain as a Platform
● What is revolutionary about 

Bitcoin and Blockchain it’s not 
striclty limited to the idea 
money

● A blockchain is a layer that 
represents an immutable 
sequence of events on which 
different actors must agree, not 
by trusting each other, but 
trusting in in the laws of math.



Layer 1 Native Asset: BTC 
(bitcoin)

● The simplest kind of transaction that can be imagined is 
a transfer of value

● 21 Millions of BTC will be asymptotically reached 
around the year 2140

● The basic unit is the satoshi, which is 0.00000001 
BTC, that is, 100M sat = 1 BTC

● At layer 1, the Bitcoin protocol implements the first form 
ever seen of “digital scarcity”



(From Workshop Day1) What makes good 
money? Bad money?

● Durable: doesn’t perish

● Portable: easy to transport

● Fungible: one is interchangeable with another

● Verifiable: easy to check authenticity

● Divisible: support exchange of small amounts

● Scarce: can’t be abundant or easy to produce (iron is an 
useful metal...but..)



Proof-of-Existence using 
Unspendable Outputs

● In place of the public key of the 
destination, the hash value of 
some data could be used

● Of course, no one holds the 
correspoding private key e, 
since it hasn’t been generated 
P=e*G

● By sending a few satoshis, you 
stored forever the proof-of-
existence of that data at the 
transaction date.



Proof-of-Existence
The Blockchain doesn’t know if the 256 bits of a destination are a 
public key of the SHA256 hash output of some file.

Blockchain as distributed and 
time-stamped ledger system for 
digital notary services, stock 
certificates, smart contracts, etc.



Hash pointers, not entire data
● A key point to understand, is that every node 

partecipating to the blockchain is required to put 
a transaction with only the hash of the data 
produced, NOT the whole data content

● When/If required, everyone will check that the 
data provided matches that hash that was 
previously posted





Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT)
● Recall “fungibility: every coin is 

interchangeable with the another 

● Applications can be build at layer 2, so 
that some BTC represent some a 
different assets other than bitcoin

● It’s like virtually “coloring” some coins 
so that you can follow them.

● For example: a theather could sell 100 
colored satoshis, where each satoshi 
represent a ticket.

Other: voting rights, stocks, collectibles 



Smart Contracts

Bitcoin: Turing-incomplete (by purpose)
Ethereum: Turing Complete 



Bad weather insurance, Delayed flight insurance, Betting, Derivatives
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Blockchain Trilemma
● Bigger Blocks → more hw 

resources to verify blocks→ 
less nodes →  (less 
decentralisation)

● Reduce block time → less 
difficulty → (compromise on the 
security)

● As a result, you will have a 
trade-off between Security and 
Decentralisation



Community: The Two (di)Visions
● The decentralised nature of the Bitcoin 

protocol is the most important thing→ we 
should scale building on top of this solid layer

● No, we can re-create a new blockchain from 
scratch →  we will add new features and put 
everything we need directly there



https://coin360.com/

● This happened in 2013, and since then many attemps 
have failed, other revealed to be scams

● In many cases, the problem was simple: the presence of 
a precise group of interest, a company, a leader etc...

● Don’t trust: do your own research
● Don’t look at the price
● Look at the github code repository activity
● Look number of transactions 
● Look at the market capitalisation

Bitcoin vs altcoins



Building on Bitcoin base layer

Lower levels change slowly, acting as a solid foundation



Lower levels change slowly, acting as a solid foundation
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Addressing scalability at layer1 ?!?

7 billion people doing 2 blockchain transactions per day
○ 24 GB blocks
○ 3.5 TB/day
○ 1.27 PB/year
● Bigger blocks = Centralization
○ Very few full nodes
○ Very few miners
○ De facto inability to validate blockchain

Addressing Scalability at Layer 2



Since the transactions inside payment channels are between two parties, 
the transaction doesn’t need to be broadcasted to the public blockchain 
network until the parties decide to close the channel. 

Lightning Network Channel



Opening a Channel



It’s like Bob has in his hands a transaction that he could 
spend with his private key, but there is no reason to do 
that, since other updates may arrive



● This can go on forever (the funding transaction could be delayed)
● If the agree to close the channel, Bob will write the latest transaction on chain
● Bob can close the channel, but cannot cheat using previous transactions, 

because they have lower sequence number (in this case makes no sense)
● If Bob disappears for long time, the refunding transaction lock time will 

become valid



You don’t a channel for every destination, just 
a path that connection to such destination
Example: Alice must give 0.1 to Carol















● Each Bitcoin or BTC can be split into 100,000,000 
pieces. A Satoshi is one-hundred millionth of a Bitcoin 
(0.00000001). 

● The LN allows sats to be further subdivided into 
millisatoshis. This allows users to make payments as 
small as $0.0000001 or one hundred thousandth of a 
dollar cent per transaction. 

● This design feature will make it possible for satoshis to 
be streamed on a per second base.

Streaming satoshis





https://explorer.acinq.co/

The Lightning Network
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Ledger 

Distribubuted Ledgers (DLT) are NOT blockchains
● A consortium that just share a database
● Still need to trust each other, 6 of them could reverse a 12 

partecipants blockchain history
● They need and want control over the permission in partecipation
● Why they should write transaction in a sequence of chained blocks 

and don’t just use private key to access a centralized database? 



“A private blockchain is an LAN, and a public blockchain is 
the internet. The world was changed by the internet, not a 
bunch of Local Area Networks. 

Brian Forde, MIT, former senior adviser for mobile and data innovation at the White House

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/mit-s-brian-forde-companies-will-be-
disrupted-the-most-by-public-blockchains-1466028606



“it's not about some silly ‘sequential data structure’ . It's
about stateful decentralized applications [...] giving [...]
networks global persistent memory”

(Vitalik Buterin, the creator of Ethereum)



“If you can replace the word “blockchain” 
with “database” and the meaning doesn’t 
change... that’s not a blockchain”

Andreas M. Antonopoulos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMEOKDVXlUo&t=0s&ab_channel=aantonop



✔ Open: anyone can partecipate, no permission, no requirement (not 
even being human)

✔ Censorship-resistant: nobody can’t prevent you from doing a 
transaction

✔ Public: everyone can verify the entire transaction history
✔ Immutable: no one can modify the transaction history 

All the above properties are enabled by a math
→ No one can control Math Laws

(Think about all the above next time you will hear:
“Our company propose Our new blockchain for...”)

Blockchain Checklist
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